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Moravian Music of a Particular Time and Place:  
The “Lititz Anthems” of Johannes Herbst 

Written and presented by Jeffrey S. Gemmell for the 
162nd Annual Meeting of the Moravian Historical Society, October 5, 2019 

 
Good afternoon, 
everybody, and 
welcome! I’d like to 
begin by saying “thank 
you” to everyone for 
attending this lecture 
today, especially those of 
you from the Moravian 
Historical Society, who 
made the “road trip” 
from Nazareth or other 
points in the Lehigh 
Valley! Also would like 
to thank MHS for the 
invitation to speak to 
you today; to the MHS 
Publications’ Committee, 
especially Scott Gordon, for the motivation to complete this enjoyable assignment; and 
to Susan Ellis, MHS Executive Director, who worked with me to plan this event and 
provided the opportunity to schedule a Collegium Musicum concert in conjunction 
with the meeting. We hope you find this joint venture to be enjoyable, educational, and 
a fun way to bring Moravian Music (and History) of a Particular Time and Place to life! 
 
Let’s begin with 
the particulars. 
The person, 
Bishop Johannes 
Herbst (1735-
1812), lived and 
worked in Lititz, 
Pennsylvania, this 
place, from 1791 
to 1811. While 
here, he 
composed 
hundreds of songs 
for voice and 
pianoforte and 
about thirty-two 
well-crafted 
church anthems, 
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largely neglected for the past two hundred years, that represent the distinctive 
compositional voice of an early American immigrant. Herbst was born in Herrnhut, 
Germany, and served various Moravian communities on the European continent and in 
England before being called to America in 1786. Consequently, his compositions are 
more European-influenced when compared to, for instance, his contemporary, Boston-
born William Billings (1746-1800) and other more familiar New Englanders of the 
period. Yet, Herbst’s eloquent and expressive choral works are early American gems 
that deserve wider exposure through publication, study, and performance. The 
following video of a Herbst anthem is a good example of his compositional style. Like 
other Moravian composers of the time, including the “sensitive style” [empfindsamer Stil] 
of Carl Phillip Emmanel Bach (1714–88) and the early classicism of Franz Joseph Haydn 
(1732–1809),…but not quite. [Video of Herbst’s “Lobet den Herrn alle seine Heerschaaren] 

 

 
 
Herbst’s craftsmanship exhibits an originality that reflects his own life’s journey. While 
receiving some instruction in music and as an organist, Herbst initially trained as 
watchmaker before beginning his work for the Moravian Church. He went on to 
become a pastor (eventually Bishop), teacher, school principal, diarist, and a prodigious 
copyist. His personal handwritten manuscript collection of his own and other 
composers’ music includes over a thousand anthems and many larger works. It is a 
significant repository of 18th century repertoire chiefly of, but not limited to, Moravian 
music. His process of avidly copying high-quality works of others provided a direct 
means for him to learn how to compose. Herbst wrote his own music as time allowed, 
and with boundless energy, spirit, and assiduousness, he became one of the most 
prolific of the early American Moravian composers. 
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Herbst’s anthems of this particular time and place reflect an effort to write accessible 
church works as a means to employ music as worship. Anthems were usually intended 
for a specific service or a special occasion, which, in turn, would dictate the choice of 
text and style of accompaniment required. Instruments would include those of the 
congregation’s resident ensemble: pipe organ, chorus, and strings. For special events, 
such as church dedications or festive celebrations, this core ensemble would be 
augmented by winds, brass, or even a second chorus. (You’ll hear all of these options in 
the concert today.) 
 
Herbst would assemble the musicians, rehearse them, and provide direction and 
accompaniment for services from the keyboard of the organ located – along with the 
performers – in the church’s west gallery. Years of practical experience guided by 
heartfelt spiritual inspiration enabled Herbst to reach a personal summit of 
compositional refinement, smoothness, and accomplishment in Lititz. His works, 
always popular in other Pennsylvania Moravian settlements like Bethlehem and 
Nazareth, are also found in Moravian music collections housed in Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina, and in other Moravian communities around the world, including 
Herrnhut and Christiansfeld, Denmark, among others. 
 
A discussion of Herbst’s Lititz anthems would be insufficient, however, without an 
introduction to the history of the Lititz congregation, its musical development, and the 
direct influence of these factors on his music. As in all the early Moravian settlements, 
music was a critical component of the Lititz community from its earliest days.  
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As I was working on the Preface of my book on this topic,1 the Lititz Moravian Archives 
Committee made the serendipitous decision to sponsor the translation of the first 
history of our congregation by Bishop Matthaeus Hehl, who served the Lititz 
congregation from 1756 until his death in 1787. Pastor Roy Ledbetter’s translation from 
the original German to English of this lengthy and detailed work – which reads like a 
diary – is the earliest recorded historical account of our congregation. I’d like to share 
some interesting details culled from this source – especially regarding music and 
worship. We’ll also explore other valuable gems from the Lititz Congregation Museum 
and Archives, the Moravian Archives in Bethlehem, the Moravian Historical Society in 
Nazareth, and the vaults of the Moravian Music Foundation in Bethlehem and Winston-
Salem. Many thanks to all of these valuable organizations for their help in my research!! 
These miniature “time capsules” will provide a vivid illustration of early Lititz, will set 
the tone for the Collegium concert to follow, and will prepare you to experience 
“history you can hear!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While many gathered here are familiar with Moravian history, a brief summary for 
others might be helpful. Moravians initially immigrated to North America from their 
community in Herrnhut in 1735. Their first settlement in Savannah, in the new British 
colony of Georgia, was unsuccessful.2 In 1740, the evangelist George Whitefield invited 
																																																								
1	Jeffrey S. Gemmell, ed., Johannes Herbst: Lititz Anthems I, Volume 3 in the series, Musical Treasures from 
Moravian Archives (Ann Arbor: Steglein Publishing, 2018).	
2 Information pertaining to the renewed Moravian church and its communities and culture is summarized in the 
Prefaces and Appendix of Volume I in this series: Tim Sharp, ed., Johannes Herbst: Hymns to be Sung at the 
Pianoforte (Ann Arbor: Steglein Publishing, 2012), vi–xix. This paper focuses on the history and context related to 
the anthems of Johannes Herbst during that time that he lived and worked in Lititz from 1786–1811. 
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the remaining Moravians in Georgia to accompany him to Pennsylvania, where he 
intended to establish a school in Nazareth for the orphaned children of slaves. Due to 
theological differences, this partnership was short-lived. Although Nazareth would 
eventually become an important community of the Moravians – and the current 
headquarters and museum of the Moravian Historical Society – the group was forced to 
seek an alternative settlement. The following year 500 acres were deeded to the 
Moravian Church at the junction of the Monocacy Creek and the Lehigh River. 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, was founded in 1741 and served as a home base, or  

 

 
 
Pilgergemeine [pilgrim’s community], for Moravian missionaries and itinerant preachers 
who served Native Americans and European settlers in New York, Pennsylvania, 
Connecticut, New Jersey, the Caribbean, and South America. The founding of other 
Moravian communities in Pennsylvania soon followed, including Nazareth, Emmaus, 
and what is now known as “Amercia’s Coolest Small Town,” Lititz, PA.  
 
In December, 1742, “a Singstunde [singing meeting] and address” were held at the home 
of Jacob Huber for a small number of Lutherans and others in Warwick Township, 
located about 75 miles southwest of Bethlehem. Bishop Hehl later wrote that this was 
“the very beginning of the preachings of the precious merit and death of Jesus as the 
only ground of our happiness, which were made by the service of the Moravian 
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Brethren in this area.”3 The Moravian motto, “In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, 
liberty; and in all things, love,” appealed to these early settlers, and in 1749 the 

 
 
 
Warwick Congregation was organized in the vicinity of what is now Lititz, 
Pennsylvania. The early members of the Warwick County Country Congregation 
required only a Gemeinhaus [worship hall] which served as a meeting place, a school, 
the pastor’s home, and a church, as the Moravian residents established their own farms 
in the area.4  In April, 1754, church leaders considered the establishment of another 
settlement in Pennsylvania to serve church members in the colonies as well as the 
growing number of emigrants from Europe. A large farm of 491 acres was offered for 
settlement by John George Klein and a village was laid out with streets and lots. In 
																																																								
3 Matthaeus Gottfried Hehl, Manuscript Congregational History of Lititz, vol. 1: “Historical Report of the Beginning 
and Continuation of the Little Congregation of the Brethren at Warwik and the Brethren’s Settlement Congregation 
LITIZ that Subsequently Arose There in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, 1742–1779” (Moravian Archives, 
Bethlehem, PA (hereafter cited as MAB), call no. ChReg 75), 1. This important early church register includes an 
historical account written by Hehl that has been newly transcribed and translated by Pastor Roy Ledbetter, a 
Moravian historian and retired pastor. All page numbers regarding this source refer to the printed PDF document 
that is available in the reading room of the MAB under the call no. Trans 101. 
4 Robert Steelman, Catalog of the Lititz Congregation Collection (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 1981), 3. This publication catalogs The Lititz Congregation Collection of musical manuscripts housed at the 
Moravian Archives in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, under the care of the Moravian Music Foundation, and is also an 
excellent source of historical information on the Lititz congregation. For a detailed history of the congregation, see 
also History of the Lititz Moravian Congregation, 1749–1999 (published by the Lititz Moravian Congregation, 
1999). The first ten chapters of this source are a more recent publication of an earlier article: Mary Augusta 
Huebener, “Bicentennial History of the Lititz Moravian Congregation” in Transactions of the Moravian Historical 
Society, vol. xiv, parts 3 & 4 (Bethlehem: Times Publishing, 1949). References to Huebener’s work in this preface 
will reference page numbers in the 1999 publication. 
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1756, a letter was received from Count Zinzendorf giving the name “Litiz” to the new 
Settlement in commemoration of the little village near the Castle “Litice” (Czech name) 
on the Silesian-Bohemian border.5   
 

 
 
On Easter morning, 14 April 1759, according to Hehl, “a double Easter liturgy was held 
for the first time, that is first of all, outside very early on the old God’s Acre by the St. 
James’s church and right after on the Lititz God’s Acre with the Te Deum.”6 And a 
month later, on 14 May, 1759, the Lititz and Warwick brethren united to become the 
Lititz Congregation, actually only a name change since the Litiz brethren had never 
been formally organized into a congregation of their own.7 The spelling of the name 
“Litiz” was later changed to “Lititz” by the U.S. Post Office for clarity and ease of 
pronunciation. 
 
As was typical in all Moravian settlements, from the very beginning, music was an 
essential component of congregational worship and devotional gatherings for all ages. 
For example, in July 1759, Hehl mentions that “a weekly Singstunde was held for the 
first time for the children on the square of Lititz. There were 7 boys and 4 girls,”8 and on 
Christmas Eve, 1759, the children who lived “in the Settlement had their Christmas 

																																																								
5 This significant location was where the early Moravian brethren had settled three centuries earlier, in 1456, and 
where the Ancient Unitas Fratrum had formed a year later. 
6 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 1, 42. 
7 Heubener, Bicentennial History, 17. 
8 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 1, 45. 
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Vigil for the first time.”9 Once begun, such musical customs became treasured traditions 
and were continued year after year, many to the present day. 
 

 
 
The celebrated colonial Moravian organ builder David Tannenberg (usually referred to 
in the diaries and church documents as David Tanneberger) is an important figure of 
this period. The church’s relationship with Tannenberg began in November 1761, when, 
according to Hehl, “the new organ [the congregation’s first], which had been bought for 
£40 in freewill donations from the Brethren and Sisters, was brought here from 
Bethlehem and set up for use by Br. David Tanneberger.”10 Early church records recount 
many details related to David Tannenberg, who eventually moved to Lititz in 1765 and 
established a workshop to build pipe organs. Tannenberg was very active in 
congregational life, yet perhaps his most important role in the community was his 
sharing of the relatively sophisticated musical culture of Lititz with those from outside 

																																																								
9 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 1, 47. 
10 Hehl, Manuscript History vol. 1, 59. David Tannenberg was born on 21 March, 1728 in Upper Lusatia, a former 
region of eastern Germany. He came to Bethlehem, PA, at the age of twenty-one, where he became an apprentice to 
Johann Klemm, a famous organ builder. After Klemm’s death in 1762, Tannenberg moved to Lititz three years later 
and built organs there for over forty years. He constructed over thirty-four organs for Moravian and non-Moravian 
churches as far away as Albany, New York, and Winston-Salem, North Carolina. His thirty-fifth church organ – 
built for Christ Lutheran Church in York, PA – was his last, though he did not live to see it completed. While tuning 
this instrument, he suffered a stroke, fell from the scaffolding in Christ Church, and died three days later, on 19 
May, 1804. This organ was first played formally at his funeral services, and Tannenberg was buried in York. 
Regarding the spelling of his name, “Tannenberg” was preferred by the builder himself, especially in his later years, 
which is the common modern spelling. Nine Tannenberg organs exist today, two of which can be found in Lititz: the 
1787 instrument originally built for the current sanctuary, now situated in the Fellowship Hall; and the 1793 
Graceham Moravian Chapel (MD) organ, moved to Lititz in 1957, currently housed in the Brother’s House chapel. 
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of the settlement. This was a consequence of Tannenberg’s direct contact with visitors 
who came to inspect the pipe organs he was building.11 

 

 
 
As early as 1767, Hehl writes that “a throng of many unknown people from Lancaster, 
Philadelphia and other places, even some Quakers…came to see and hear . . . an organ 
he had prepared for Albany, NY.”12 Or, likewise, in 1772, when “various genteel 
gentlemen were here from Lancaster and saw with satisfaction Br. Tanneberger’s work 
on the organ, were very happy about it, being appreciative of the music of our Brethren, 
which was played for them during this.”13  

																																																								
11 According to the printed program from the Services of Rededication of the 1787 Tannenberg Organ in the Gallery 
of the Brothers’ House (April, 1983), “It is the opinion of the restorer, James McFarland, that David Tannenberg set 
a standard for excellence in organ construction workmanship that has never been surpassed. If he had been a 
European builder he would be ranked by historians with the likes of Gottfried Silberman. . . . [O]riginally the 
Moravian elders sought to restrain Tannenberg’s organ building on the basis that it would take him out into the 
world too much. They occasionally related permission to build organs for other Moravians in the early days, and 
eventually allowed him to build for Lutherans, Reformeds, and even at least one Catholic congregation. Throughout 
his career he was at odds with the elders of the church about everything from allowing his son to carry a pocket 
watch to wearing red pants.” Armstrong adds: “On [one] occasion, he [Tannenberg] asked the tailor to make him a 
pair of red trousers and the project was immediately denounced by the elders as an act that would lead the young 
people into ‘clothing foolishness.’ Brother Grube was to ask him to change the order and, if he would not, the master 
tailor was to be asked not to fill it.” This story is attributed to the Bethlehem Moravian Elders’ Conference, 19 
November, 1781, in William H. Armstrong, Organs for America: The Life and Work of David Tannenberg 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1967), 21. 
12 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 1, 179. 
13 Matthaeus Gottfried Hehl, Manuscript Congregational History of Lititz, vol. 2: “Continuation of the 
Congregational History of Lititz Containing the most notable occurrences Chronologically from Year to Year such a 
began in the Year 1742, until the End of 1770 continued in the Large Churchbook of Litiz. . . begun 1 January 1771 
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Thanks to Tannenberg’s influence, musicians from Lititz also traveled outside of the 
community to share their musical expertise. On 26 December, 1774, Hehl notes that 
another Tannenberg organ built for a Lancaster-area Lutheran congregation was 
inaugurated with music by oboe and trombone players from Lititz: 
 

The organ with 20 registers made here by Br. David Tanneberger 
was dedicated in the Lutheran Church in Lancaster. Dr. Adam 
Kuhn had been here just during these days and had asked for our 
trombone players to play their trombones during the ceremony in 
the public service. This was granted to him conditionally and thus 3 
of our Brethren with their oboes and trombone went early this 
morning to Lancaster and drove home in the evening, having 
accompanied the hymn singing at 2 preaching services to the 
greatest satisfaction of the people.14 

 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
until 31 December 1779. . . .” (MAB, call no. LitCong 251), 56. As with Hehl’s previous volume, this church 
history, too, has been newly transcribed and translated by Pastor Roy Ledbetter. All page numbers regarding this 
source refer to the printed PDF document that is available in the reading room of the MAB under the call no. Trans 
101. 
14 Hehl, Manuscript History of Lititz, vol. 2, 152. 
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The development of the musical culture within the congregation “took on a new 
character,” according to Hehl, when Brother Bernard Adam Grube, a talented Moravian 
musician,15 arrived from Bethlehem in May 1765.16 Grube was called to be the 
congregation’s co-pastor with Bishop Hehl, appointed superintendent of the 
congregation’s schools, and served as the Director of Music.17 Both pastors, Hehl and 
Grube, are credited with copying most of the earliest music manuscripts in the 
congregation’s catalogue. Grube organized a choir and orchestra, which enhanced the 
church services on special occasions,18 such as when, a few months later, on New Year’s 
Day, 1766, “the Memorabilia of the past year were read, alternating with chorales, then 
a musical psalm of thanksgiving was sung.”19 Church records often mention the 
printing of odes and the singing of chorales, psalms, anthems, and liturgies.  
 
 
																																																								
15 Before coming to Lititz, Grube served as a missionary to Native Americans in Pennsylvania. According to Herbert 
Beck, he was “a man of varied talents and university culture, having studied at Jena, and an accomplished all-around 
musician, with sufficient skill on several instruments and knowledge of others to instruct the likely members of the 
community on the various pieces of a full orchestra, as well as in the principles of harmony.” Herbert H. Beck, 
“Lititz as An Early Music Centre,” Lancaster County Historical Society Proceedings 19 (1915): 73.	
16 Heubener, Bicentennial History, 25. 
17 “The musicians had a very happy Lovefeast, where they were directed to Brother Grube as Director of Music.” 
Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 1, 128. 
18 Beck, Lititz Music Centre, 73. “The orchestra was composed mostly of the young men of the Brethren’s house. 
The purposes of its organization were that it should supplement the music of the church, and that it might give many 
of the brethren useful and pleasant occupation between hours of work; for the principles of the community abhorred 
idleness and frowned upon all light pastime, such as checkers and chess.” 
19 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 1, 131–32. 
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In 1768, church members 
established a fund for music 
and music supplies: “a small 
music account was set up and a 
collection taken for 
instruments, strings, etc.”20 
Such entries reflect the growth 
of a music program, which, in 
December 1771, required 
instruction as to the proper role 
of music in the congregation.  
 
Hehl describes the situation 
thusly: 
 

In the afternoon the [female] Singers and Musicians had a sweet 
Lovefeast in the Single Sisters’ House, likewise in the evening the 
Musicians Choir of the Brethren to which also the Trombonists 
were summoned and the Trombones introduced for their future 
use. During these Lovefeasts there was solid and heartfelt 
discussion about the correct use of Music in the Congregation and 
that it should never be treated in any but a liturgical heart.21 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Similar guidance was offered a few months later in March, 1772, when, according to 
Hehl, “….Br. Grube spoke in the evening service about the necessary harmony and 
agreement of the hearts in singing and in the music, which remains without power and 
flavor when it does not have the influence of the Spirit.”22 

																																																								
20 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 1, 195. 
21 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 2, 36. In the Hehl manuscript, the German words for “singers” and “musicians” 
have the plural feminine ending “-innen.”  
22 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 2, 45. 
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And again, in August 1773, Hehl states that  “…our Musicians had a happy Lovefeast 
during which we spoke about the correct usage of music and many other useful things 
were discussed and other things regulated.”23 Thus, as the congregation’s ability to 
make music improved and evolved, the seriousness and intent with which they 
practiced the art remained focused on its primary use as a spiritual tool of worship and 
praise. 

 

 
 
Let’s travel back to the present for a moment. Have to admit, as a church musician, I am 
completely intrigued by these solid and heartfelt discussions about the correct usage of 
music in worship and why, on at least three different occasions, such talks were 
necessary to address the subject. And what were the many other useful things that had 
to be discussed and what else was regulated? Inquiring minds want to know: what 

																																																								
23 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 2, 95. 
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happened in those – what we could call today – Worship Committee meetings? Well, I 
may have found some answers. 
 
A couple of years ago, in preparing to take the German Script course at the Moravian 
Archives in Bethlehem, I stumbled across a small innocent-looking, beautifully 
handwritten booklet displayed (undisturbed) for over 30 years in a glass case in the 
Music Room of the Lititz Congregation Museum. It is entitled Etliche Anmerkungen unser 
Singen und Spielen, Melodien und Choral-Buch betreffend (Several Remarks Concerning our 
Singing, Playing, Tunes, and Chorale-Book). I’ll refer to here simply as Remarks.  

 

 
 
On the first day of the script course, I showed Archivist Paul Peucker a photo of the first 
page, and he exclaimed, “This could be a significant document!” Well, of course, such 
encouraging words provided motivation to learn and practice my new skills in script 
reading! The question is: How did this lengthy document, originally penned in 
Herrnhut end up in Lititz? As far as I know, the author, Johann Friedrich Franke never 
visited Pennsylvania, so my guess is that an early pastor, perhaps Grube, brought it 
with him from Europe.  
 
Franke’s high-level position within the early Moravian community highlights the 
importance of this document. Franke joined the Moravian community in Marienborn, 
Germany, in 1739 and, in 1746, became Schreiber [secretary] for Count Ludwig von 
Zinzendorf – the most influential leader of the renewed Moravian Church – a position 
he held for seven years. After a three-year hiatus, Franke worked for Zinzendorf again 
in 1756, as Schreiber…und bedient den Gemeingesang und die Musik [secretary and a 
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director of sorts for the singing choir and the music]. Just over 4-1/2 years later, on May 
9, 1760, Zinzendorf died. Given Zinzendorf’s tremendous influence in shaping the 
practices of the renewed 18th-century church, Franke’s special position within 
Zinzendorf’s inner circle is noteworthy. The year after Zinzendorf’s death, in April 
1761, Franke arrived in Herrnhut; and, in March 1763, he wrote this Remarks treatise. 

 

 
 
This distinguished author and his unique perspective during and immediately after 
Zinzendorf’s influence, as well as the specific musical content contained in this 
document, makes for a fascinating read. Pastor Ledbetter recently translated this 
document, and I’d like to share a few excerpts that may have provided the talking 
points for the discussions with the musicians that Hehl mentions in his history. 
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Franke believed that everyone should participate in congregational singing:  
 
 I take for granted that the voice of a Child of God, no matter how bad  
 it is and not suitable to singing alone, if a person is aware of his shortcoming,  
 it will certainly not ruin singing in a service. For if everyone is aware of his  
 own shortcoming, then it can not be otherwise, than to sing more simply and 
 softly. And then the least humming from such hearts will certainly contribute  
 as much to the quiet and soft murmur to the chief part of our liturgy, as the 
 smallest little lamp helps to make [the darkness] bright.  [Remark #4] 
 
And another call for inclusiveness:  
 
 Since choral singing would be the chief purpose in this, there should be no  
 selection and the worst voices should not be excluded. Young Brethren have 
 complained to me that they had been excluded from the music lessons when  
 they were young because of their poor voices and in this way were misguided 
 into not singing along at all, and now they find that their voices are not so bad  
 at all.  [Remark #14] 
 
Franke emphasizes the importance of soft singing in worship with,  
 
 As little as one can say that our dear Lord may be in the Whirlwind, the  
 Fire or the Earthquake, it is so certain that the Still, Small Voice is the actual  
 and customary accompaniment of His dear Presence . . . one can never be  
 too careful in regards to loud or fast singing . . . .  [Remark #8] 
 
Franke not only appreciated softer dynamics, but adds: “Our Singing is most reliably 
beautiful when it is most simple and regulated, as the nature of the subject makes it 
accustomed. . . .” [Remark #10] 
  
And, as if speaking for and to future generations – resonating even today as traditional 
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music struggles to survive in many congregations – Franke writes:  
  
 Remembering times past, which is so necessary, is also preserved by  
 hymns and tunes that are none other than anointed…and the late  
 Disciple’s [Zinzendorf’s] parting blessing and the Watchword that  
 followed it, ‘Just be watchful and guard your soul well, so that you do  
 not forget your history, never lose it from your heart as long as you live  
 and make it known to your children and your children’s children.’  
 In this way the story of our dear Savior, especially the wonder beyond  
 measure, loses no less than gold when mixed with something of lesser  
 value when building up the church or it is mixed in.  [Remark #20] 
 
In reading the Hehl history, there can be no doubt that the congregation did its best to 
uphold the standards of Moravian worship as outlined by Franke. The overwhelming 
impression from his description of services is the striking and conspicuous attempt to 
capture the emotional essence experienced in worship services.  
 
Descriptive phrases abound in Hehl’s reporting of the intense feelings awakened during 
services as when “with melted, graceful hearts we followed our Suffering Savior step by 
step in His Passion with a blessed feeling” (I, 112) or when one experienced “melting 
hearts and moist eyes” (II, 117) or in a liturgy when “a holy trembling and awe went 
through this worship service.” (I, 109)24  
 
Similarly, the descriptions of the act of singing in worship convey a strong impression 
that the vocal art was not a frivolous endeavor, but an active means of spiritual 
engagement “during which the choir made heart-moving music” (II, 117) and topics 
were “blessedly considered and sung about” (I, 163) or “contemplated with sensitive 
hearts and sung about.” (II, 70)  
 
Descriptions of emotions and singing are often combined in an effort to convey the 
heightened musical-spiritual connection worshippers regularly experienced, such as 
when “we sang with emotion” (I, 231) or “the Lovefeast was accompanied by a sweet 
musical cantata . . . expressing the entire purpose of the matter and our hearts’ desire 
for it” (I, 229) or a particular exciting scripture “was sung about musically and spoken 
about, concerning the joy of the Lord which the Holy Spirit excites, enlivens and 
informs.” (II, 87) These accounts of liturgical experiences in Lititz, and the writer’s 
reaction to them, reflect a heightened emotional sensitivity that accompanied music-
making in worship. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
24 The parenthetical citations in this paragraph refer to the volume and page number in Hehl’s Manuscript History. 
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Beginning in the 1770s, the slide trombone quartet was a popular Moravian music 
tradition that made its way to Lititz. According to Hehl, the ensemble was formally 
organized on 4 December 1771, and heard for the first time in public for Christmas Eve 
Vigil services that year. In August 1774, according to Hehl, the congregation received a 
new set of trombones that been purchased from Germany for Lititz by Christian 
Gregor,25 and these instruments were first used in November 1774.26  The trombones 
were heard regularly until they were silenced for a time during the Revolutionary War. 
 
At the beginning of War, the community remained somewhat isolated from the conflict 
and was not required to do anything against their conscience; their efforts to maintain 
serenity is reflected in the congregational diaries that chronicle only the regular events 
of the church.27 In December 1777, however, the relative calm of the community was 
dramatically shattered by the harsh reality of war suddenly imposed on Lititz via a 
request by order of General George Washington to establish a hospital in the Brethren’s 
House for sick and wounded soldiers. The first soldiers arrived on 19 December 1777, 
and during the eight months that followed, more than 500 soldiers were cared for in 
Lititz. Familiarity with the soldiers may have had an injurious influence, especially 
																																																								
25 Julia Z. Keehn, Music Room Directory: Lititz Moravian Archives and Museum (1984, rev. 1988), 3. Incidentally, 
this source is a “tour booklet” available at the Lititz Moravian Archives and Museum. “The Alto Trombone in our 
collection (LMB2) made by J.J. Schmeid of Pfaffendorf, is the only remaining instrument of the 1774 quartet. We 
believe the slide only of the Soprano Trombone is of the original 1774 set.” 
26 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 2, 147–148. “The costs for this which arrived is £5/1/3 Pennsylvania Currency. 
Freight £2/16/3½, total £7/17/6½.” 
27 John G. Zook, ed. Historical and Pictorial Lititz with Numerous Illustrations. (Lititz, PA: Express Printing 
Company, 1905), 197. 
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upon the youth of the village, the effects of which were experienced for many years.28 
The Brethren had become divided during these times, probably caused by diverse 
views on the fight for independence being waged by the colonies. Hehl writes:  
 

Choir Festivals were omitted, partly out of consideration of the inner 
situation of the hearts and partly from lack of a suitable comfort and 
peace but each Choir had a Sermon preached on their Choir Festival, 
except for the Single Sisters Choir, who solemnly held their Festival 
on the 4th of May [1778] with great blessing, as in their Choir House 
and life they had been molested the least. . . . The Congregational 
Holy Communion was omitted 5 times, namely in the months of June, 
July, August, September and October.”29  
 

The brethren reconciled for the Chief Elder Festival, 13 November 1778, and Hehl 
mentions that the use of “our Brass instruments, which had hardly sounded during the 
whole time the soldiers were billeted here, were heard again, the Congregation was 
cheered up by this.”30 The Lititz congregation celebrated the end of the war in 1783 with 
music. The Brethren’s House diary reads, “In the evening, for joy at the return of peace, 
we illuminated our house; the trombonists played meanwhile much to our delight.”31  
 
With the war over, the community of Lititz apparently flourished and people settled back into 
their old way of life. However, their contact with the visiting soldiers and others from the 
outside world during the war triggered a deep-seated change in their thinking. As Zook writes 
in his popular 1905 book, Pictorial and Historical Lititz, “One after another, some of the less-
meaningful customs were dropped and institutions abandoned in the years that followed; and 
the old, simple devout community life was never again quite the same.”32  
 
By 1785, the congregation decided it was time to build a larger Gemein and Kirchen-Saal, or a 
church. In November, a plan for the new church submitted by Brother William Henry, of 
Lancaster was adopted. David Tannenberg, organ builder and member of the building 
committee, designed the steeple and pulpit and was engaged to build a new organ for the 
church. It was to have ten or twelve registers over two manuals and pedal, with fixed price of 
£350; however, the church officials in Bethlehem insisted that no more than £200 be spent for 
the organ, and the organ as built contains only one manual and pedal with eight stops.33 
																																																								
28 Zook, Pictorial and Historical, 197. In his Historical Report, Bishop Hehl writes that the year 1778 “was 
distinguished by so many oppressive circumstances and threatening dangers, but also by the gracious help and many 
unnoticed shieldings by our Dear Lord was also a year of special grace. . . there was a hospital of ill and wounded 
soliders, up and down [in number], in the Single Brethren’s House – Of these more than 100 men died here and were 
buried in a corner of our acre field set apart for this – and also various officers and doctors quartered here and there 
in the family houses here.” Hehl, Historical Report, vol. 2, 209–210. 
29 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 2, 211. 
30 Hehl, Manuscript History, vol. 2, 235. 
31 Heubener, Bicentennial History, 41. 
32 Heubener, Bicentennial History, 41. 
33 Armstrong, Organs for America, 99–100. According to Armstrong: “The organ was used until 1879 and the next 
year was transported to the Moravian Church in South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where it was used until 1910. . . . 
Again it was taken down and returned to Lititz. . . . where it was stored in the attic of the Single Brethren’s House 
[from 1910 until the mid-1970s].” It remained there until the congregation voted to restore the instrument in 1976 
and, after seven years of research and restoration work, was placed in the Fellowship Hall behind the Brethren’s 
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House and rededicated on April 3, 1983. The original bellows, initially located in the church attic, were destroyed 
when the church roof caught fire in the summer of 1957. 
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By 1785, the congregation decided it was time to build a larger Gemein and Kirchen-Saal, or a 
church. In November, a plan for the new church submitted by Brother William Henry, of 
Lancaster was adopted. David Tannenberg, organ builder and member of the building 
committee, designed the steeple and pulpit and was engaged to build a new organ for the 
church. It was to have ten or twelve registers over two manuals and pedal, with fixed price of 
£350; however, the church officials in Bethlehem insisted that no more than £200 be spent for 
the organ, and the organ as built contains only one manual and pedal with eight stops.34 The 
new church and organ were consecrated on 13 August, 1787. A church diary describes the 
event: 
 

 At three o’clock was the Lovefeast; the church not being able to 
contain all the guests, although twelve hundred took part in this 
service within; while to those outside cakes, wine and water were 
also given. . . . Brother Hirbst [sic], pastor of the church at Lancaster 
accompanied the singers from Bethlehem and Nazareth with 
delightful music on our new organ.35 
 

Johannes Herbst also composed and conducted a new anthem for this occasion, Lobet den Herrn 
alle seine Herrscharen [L 42.2], which you heard earlier and will hear again in our concert. This 
collaboration was evidently successful, as eventually Herbst was called to be a pastor of the 
congregation. A brief review of how far the congregation had come musically at this point, not 
only in skill development and opportunities for performance, but also in the abundance and 
quality of instruments available is helpful given Herbst’s imminent arrival. 
 
The Brethren’s House orchestra, organized in 1765 by Pastor Grube, was a complete orchestra 
with full sections of strings, woodwinds and brass, lacking only a percussion section. The 
ensemble seems to have reached its height of proficiency in approximately 1791, the year 
Herbst arrived to assume pastoral and musical duties. By that time it was comprised of a 
number of well-trained musicians under the leadership of the highly accomplished violinist, 
George Godfrey Müller, who arrived in Lititz in 1788.36 

																																																								
34 Armstrong, Organs for America, 99–100. According to Armstrong: “The organ was used until 1879 and the next 
year was transported to the Moravian Church in South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where it was used until 1910. . . . 
Again it was taken down and returned to Lititz. . . . where it was stored in the attic of the Single Brethren’s House 
[from 1910 until the mid-1970s].” It remained there until the congregation voted to restore the instrument in 1976 
and, after seven years of research and restoration work, was placed in the Fellowship Hall behind the Brethren’s 
House and rededicated on April 3, 1983. The original bellows, initially located in the church attic, were destroyed 
when the church roof caught fire in the summer of 1957. 
35 Francis P. Hart, Reminiscences of the Moravian Church at Lititz, PA: The Centennial Exercises of August 13–14, 
1887 (Lititz, PA: Record Steam Print, 1887), 11.	
36 Elsie West Rulon, “Lititz as a Musical Centre” in Historical and Pictorial Lititz (Lititz, PA: Express Printing 
Company, 1905), 187.   
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Use of instruments outside of formal worship services is well documented, particularly as 
evidenced in Lititz, Nazareth and Bethlehem, where, according to Nola Reed Knouse, there 
was “no dividing line between ‘sacred’ and ‘secular’ aspects of life.”37 She explains that the 
development of instrumental ensembles, called Collegia Musica, in these settlements were 
responsible for the cultivation and practice of “accomplished musicians for worship” and the 
provision of “appropriate recreational activities.”38 Inspired by traditions begun in the 
German-speaking regions of Europe, the Lititz Collegium Musicum met regularly to rehearse 
and perform for their own practice, entertainment, and enlightenment. 
 

																																																								
37 Nola Reed Knouse, “The Collegia Musica: Music of the Community,” in The Music of the Moravian Church in 
America (New York: University of Rochester Press, 2008), 189.  While much research remains to be done regarding 
the Lititz Collegium Musicum, especially work with the congregation’s large manuscript collection housed in the 
Moravian Archives in Bethlehem, this chapter provides a helpful introduction and starting point. 
38 Knouse, Collegia Musica, 190. 
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The manuscript collection of the Lititz Collegium Musicum includes larger instrumental and 
vocal compositions, as well as chamber music for strings and winds. Scores are in printed and 
published form, as shown in this slide, and in hand-copied manuscript form. 
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The manuscript collection of the Lititz Collegium Musicum includes larger instrumental and 
vocal compositions, as well as chamber music for strings and winds. Scores are in printed and 
published form, as shown in this slide, and in hand-copied manuscript form. The style is 
representative of European music and culture in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries, though there are also contributions by early American Moravian composers….such 
as… Johann Christian Bechler. This is the Clarinet II part from his Parthia, an excerpt of which 
you’ll hear in the concert this afternoon. Also known as Harmoniemusik, this genre for wind 
instruments – quite in vogue at the time – was composed for five or six instruments, generally 
two oboes (though usually clarinets in Moravian communities!), two horns, and two bassoons. 
These works are well represented in the Lititz Collegium Musicum collection. The wide range of 
vocal works in the collection demonstrates that this was not solely an instrumental ensemble. 
Clearly, in early Lititz, there was an emphasis on the cultivation and appreciation of 
musicianship. 
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Into this fertile musical environment entered Johannes Herbst to begin his association with the 
Lititz congregation, the nature of which undoubtedly influenced his work as a composer. Like 
his Moravian contemporaries, some of whom were pastor-composers as well, Herbst 
contributed to the musical richness of the community during this period.39 In his twenty years 
with the congregation, he presided over the transition into the next century, which 
undoubtedly impacted his anthem writing. While the advent of the new century brought 
about little of historical or musical interest, at least according to the church diaries, according 
to Zook, these years witnessed a distinct “change from the old times to the new, characterized 
by a tenacious clinging to earlier customs and regulations that belonged to the past on one 
hand, and an indifference or opposition to them on the other.”40 Recall that from its founding 
Lititz had been a closed community. Church members built their homes on land leased from 
the church, and church fathers directed the religious, cultural, social, and economic life. The 
original intent of the settlement was to provide a religious environment free from worldly 
influences. By 1855, however, things changed considerably: the so-called lease system was 
abolished by a vote of the church council, and Lititz ceased to be an exclusive church 
settlement.  

 

																																																								
39 Other Lititz pastors who also composed music included Johann Friedrich Peter (1779–1780), Simon Peter (1780–
84), Jeremias Dencke (1784–90), Georg Gottfried Müller (1788–1791), and Johann Friedrich Früauff (1791–93). 
40 Zook, Historical and Pictorial Lititz, 200. Comments from an unnamed translator of the diaries, probably 
Abraham Reinke Beck (1833–1928), who was the Lititz congregation’s archivist at the time of publication. 
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We recently discovered a detailed and poignant narrative of Herbst’s final days in Lititz 
as recorded in the congregational Memorabilia, 1811. Sitting here, in this place, as you 
listen to these words, envision these events and let them unfold before your eyes: 
 

At the beginning of the year, our beloved Brother and Sister Herbst 
received a call to Salem out of the U.A. conference [Unity Elders 
Conference]. . . . Though their ages and frailty could have deterred 
them from taking such a far trip, our beloved Brother and Sister 
Herbst, nevertheless, accepted the call. This supplied such uplifting 
proof of their devotion to the will and direction of our beloved Lord 
and, as the time of their departure drew near, their trust in his 
merciful help on that day. Above all, that Sister Herbst had been for 
a considerable time, bedridden, created a stronger interest within 
the congregation to implore their Savior for a successful journey. On 
May 12, the entire congregation had a departure lovefeast with 
beloved Brother and Sister Herbst, at which time the spirit of the 
most tender bond of love was stirred. 
  Brother Jacob van Vleck was introduced to the congregation 
in Brother Herbst’s position, and showed that he with his wife – 
both had at one time been in charge of the Married People’s Choir – 
would serve. They had been introduced to the congregation days 
earlier at a lovefeast. After the lovefeast, in a solemn gathering of 
adults and children, the ordination of Brother Johannes Herbst as a 
bishop of the Moravian Brethren occurred through our beloved 
Brother Carl Gotthold Reichel, in the midst of a heartwarming and 
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awe-inspiring feeling of the merciful presence of the Head and 
Master of the congregation; and in the midst of an intimate and 
silent supplication of a deeply stirred assembly to a rich measure of 
spirit and strength for those of us who have become old and gray in 
the service of the Lord; and now to a new level of service for the 
called, beloved Brother Herbst. The impression which this church 
action made on the old and young will remain one of blessed 
remembrance. Notably, Sister Herbst, after a space of time, left her 
bed, so that she could attend the ordination of her beloved husband. 
  On May 14, the journey of our beloved brother and sister 
commenced to Salem in North Carolina; whereby, in a loving 
manner of love and respect, our congregation, where they had 
served nearly 20 years with many blessings and authority, stood 
firm.  
  All of our love, blessings, and prayers accompanied them on 
their far journey. We rejoiced and our hearts were grateful because 
we recognized that our dear Lord did not deny their trust, and that 
he heard our prayers with mercy that, without any accidents and 
with desirable weather, they arrived to the location of their 
appointment on May 29.41  

 
Bishop Johannes Herbst died soon after the writing of this document, on 15 January, 
1812, after serving less than eight months in his new position in the Southern Province. 
His final resting place is in God’s Acre, Salem, North Carolina. 

 
																																																								
41 Handwritten Memorabilia, 1811, found by the author in Lititz Records, Memorabilia von Lititz: 1787–1835, call 
no. LitCong 147C (Moravian Archives, Bethlehem). Transcription provided by Thomas J. McCullough (Moravian 
Archives, Bethlehem). Translated by Deann Buffington and Jeffrey Gemmell. 
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I hope that this lecture has prepared you with excited anticipation for our Lititz Moravian 
Collegium concert at 4 o’clock next door in the Fellowship Hall. Wonder if you’ll agree with 
me: listening to this delightful music transports you back in time, and you can’t help but be 
impressed that the early American Moravians who performed this music in what was then the 
wilderness of Pennsylvania were incredibly skilled and capable musicians. Most compelling, 
however, is that given their expertise to perform such sophisticated repertoire, early American 
Moravians chose to incorporate music in worship that was, comparatively, simple, direct, 
humble and unpretentious. While there may have been no clear dividing line between the 
sacred and secular at the time, there was a pronounced difference in how music was 
incorporated in worship versus how it was practiced in collegia or concert settings. You’ll hear 
this juxtaposition clearly in the concert, as you compare the church hymns and anthems with 
the more secular instrumental selections. 
 
Unquestionably, these early Lititzians learned their lessons well from Hehl, Grube, Franke, 
Herbst and others. As described by Hehl, they took to heart their “solid” discussions about the 
“correct use of Music in the Congregation and that it should never be treated in any but a 
liturgical heart,” but they allowed themselves to experience music outside of worship as a 
generous gift of God to be cultivated and enjoyed by everyone inside and outside the 
community. May we, too, continue to learn these lessons well and apply them with depth and 
understanding in all of our own endeavors, musical and otherwise. 
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